Beyond Treason

This powerful film presents a comprehensive examination of the causes and consequences of Gulf War Illness (a.k.a. Gulf War Syndrome) and possible implications for soldiers now serving in Iraq. Views of scientists and experts are presented along with testimonies from those who have become sick from a variety of causes including: depleted uranium exposure, chemical & biological exposure, and experimental vaccinations.

A growing number of scientists and respected experts in their fields have been coming forward to share their research and first-hand knowledge of official betrayal. As ailing Gulf War Heroes from all 27 coalition countries slowly die of “unknown causes,” they wait for answers from their respective governments... but no satisfying or even credible answers have come forth from the military establishment. Records that span over a decade point to negligence and even culpability on the part of the U.S. Department of Defense and their “disposable army” mentality.

From the first Gulf War the VA has determined that 250,000 troops are now permanently disabled, 15,000 troops are dead and over 425,000 troops are ill and slowly dying from what the Department of Defense still calls a “mystery disease.” How many more will have to die before action is taken?
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